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August 29, 2016 

Via FedEx
Office of the Whistleblower 

100 F Street, NE 

Mail Stop 5553 

Washington, D.C. 20549 

Mr. Jeffrey W. Fennell 

Senior Inquiries Officer 

Ontario Securities Commission 

20 Queen Street West, Suite 1900 

Toronto, Ontario M5H 3S8 

Canada 

Re: Concordia International Corp. and CEO Mark Thompson 

Gentlemen: 

We write to you again concerning possible insider trading and misrepresentations in the 

sale of Concordia shares by CEO Mark Thompson.  The newest concern was triggered by the 

August 22, 2016 Concordia announcement that (a) Thompson had pledged an unspecified 

number of shares on an unidentified date (some time before April 21, 20161) to secure loans, (b) 

the value of the shares had dropped to the point where the lender issued a margin call (a demand 

that Thompson pay money or pledge other collateral because the value of the existing collateral 

no longer supported the loan requirements), (c) Thompson chose not to pay money in order to 

protect his interest in some or all of the pledged collateral, and (d) the lender then sold 505,000 

of Thompson’s shares to pay for the decreased value in the pledged collateral.  The press release 

is at http://concordiarx.com/release/?id=122566. 

The press release states that Thompson “continues to hold 1,620,251 shares of 

Concordia.”  It does not state whether those remaining shares were (or were not) pledged for a 

loan. The release also does not identify the lender, what country the lender may be in, the terms 

1 April 21, 2016 was the date of the public announcement that Concordia had formed a committee to try to 

find a buyer for the company. 

http://concordiarx.com/release/?id=122566
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of the loan, other obligations imposed on Thompson by the loan agreement, and how Thompson 

used the proceeds of the loan. 

The release also conflicts with a report on April 22, 2016 on Business News Network by 

a commentator/investor named Andrew McCreath that he spoke with Concordia and “confirmed 

the special committee was put together weeks ago.”  Because Concordia and Thompson did not 

disclose when Thompson borrowed money against a pledge of his shares, it is not possible to 

know whether the statement that Thompson pledged his stock before the formation of the 

committee is false or misleading.  McCreath’s statement is at  

http://www.bnn.ca/video/mccreath-concordia-may-have-been-the-target-of-a-short-and-

distort~854914 

If the sale occurred on August 21, 2016, then that means the financial institution sold the 

shares for about $4.5 million.  Given that Thompson is paid by Concordia $9 million per year, it 

seems unlikely that Thompson did not have enough cash to meet the margin call, but rather 

chose not to meet it because he did not believe those shares were worth owning anymore.  Yet, 

Thompson told the public that the “sale in no way diminishes my confidence in Concordia's 

business and prospects,” as quoted in the press release.  If Thompson were truly confident in 

Concordia’s business, then he would have met the margin call or at least explained why he could 

not afford to do so.2 

SEC Rule 403 (17 CFR 229.403(b)(3)) requires public corporations to report the number 

of shares of the corporation (and its parents and subsidiaries), “including directors' qualifying 

shares, beneficially owned by all directors and nominees.”  The rule requires disclosure in a table 

that also shows “by footnote or otherwise, the amount of shares that are pledged as security.”    

In Concordia’s last proxy statement, dated April 7, 2016,3 Concordia reported that 

“2496544 Ontario Ltd. [, a Cayman Islands corporation] is the registered owner of 2,2125,251 

shares of these Common Shares [of Concordia Healthcare], in respect of which Mark Thompson 

is a beneficial owner.”4  Thompson was reported to own 4.2% of Concordia’s outstanding shares.  

2 In an October 21, 2015 interview with BNN, Thompson said, “The stock price is dramatically 

undervalued in my opinion.  I would be buying it right now, but I’m blacked out because of the securities laws.  And 

once the blackout lifts, I will be buying.”  We do not believe Thompson ever followed through on that promise.  He 

instead pledged his shares, took out loans, and acted in a way that demonstrated a lack of confidence in the 

company.  http://www.bnn.ca/video/concordia-shares-crushed-ceo-says-short-sellers-wrong~731668 (quote at 5:33). 

3 The proxy statement can be found at 

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1642271/000119312516533917/d158589dex991.htm. 

4 The quality of disclosure is not good.  The Cayman Islands Gazette, dated March 14, 2016, at page 441, 

reports that 2496544 Ontario Ltd. was “de-registered in the Cayman Islands and transferred by way of continuation 

to Argentina effective 19 February 2016.”  A copy of the relevant pages of the Gazette is enclosed as Exhibit 1.  It is 

not clear what happened to the entity that held Thompson’s shares. 

http://www.bnn.ca/video/mccreath-concordia-may-have-been-the-target-of-a-short-and-distort~854914
http://www.bnn.ca/video/mccreath-concordia-may-have-been-the-target-of-a-short-and-distort~854914
http://www.bnn.ca/video/concordia-shares-crushed-ceo-says-short-sellers-wrong~731668
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The proxy statement did not state that Thompson had pledged all or some of his shares.  

We could not find the word “pledge” anywhere in the proxy statement.  Thus, unless Thompson 

pledged his shares some time between April 7 and April 21, 2016, the proxy statement violated 

Rule 403’s reporting requirement.  (When he was an in house lawyer at Biovail, Thompson was 

responsible for reporting on share ownership of the company’s executives,5 which means 

Thompson knows, or should know, the rules about reporting share ownership and sales by 

management.) 

An August 23, 2016 Wall Street Journal article about the sale of Thompson’s shares 

stated that, “A person familiar with the matter said that as a Canadian company it did not have to 

disclose Mr. Thompson’s pledge of his shares.”  (Article enclosed as Exhibit 2)  We are not 

Canadian lawyers and do not comment on Canadian law.  Concordia is listed on the NASDAQ 

and it is our understanding that companies listed on NASDAQ are required to comply with SEC 

regulations. 

Concordia reports that its stock price had a 52 week high of $89.10 (in about October 

2015), http://concordiarx.com/investors/stock-information. In the next few months, the stock 

price fell dramatically, though it spiked higher when rumors appeared about the potential 

purchase of Concordia, http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-04-21/blackstone-said-

to-weigh-buyout-of-canada-s-concordia-healthcare, and when the company issued a press release 

that it had formed a committee “to evaluate strategic alternatives.”   

If Thompson pledged his stock for a loan when the price was high – and when he knew 

about business practices and competitive pressures that would lead to a drastic decrease in the 

market price of the stock – and he failed to disclose that information to the lender, then he 

omitted material information.   

Thompson’s motive and/or intent at the time he pledged shares may have been revealed 

by the August 22 announcement that Thompson declined to meet a margin call; in other words, 

Thompson decided that it was not in his financial interest to maintain his ownership interest in 

the pledged shares by paying additional money.  He chose instead to turn the collateral (the 

pledged shares) over to the lender, which likely lost money on the overall transaction.   

Very truly yours, 

David W. Shapiro 

5 Mr. Cohodes’s submission of August 22, 2016 explains Thompson’s prior role and sets out information 

Mr. Cohodes was aware of regarding potential insider trading before the August 22, 2016 Thompson margin call 

announcement. 

http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-04-21/blackstone-said-to-weigh-buyout-of-canada-s-concordia-healthcare
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-04-21/blackstone-said-to-weigh-buyout-of-canada-s-concordia-healthcare
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Ěxěčųțįvěș ẅħǿ șųě șħǿřț-șěŀŀěřș șħǿųŀđ pǻỳ ǻțțěňțįǿň țǿ țħěįř ǿẅň įňvěșțměňțș.

Běŀěǻģųěřěđ Čǻňǻđįǻň đřųģ mǻķěř Čǿňčǿřđįǻ İňțěřňǻțįǿňǻŀ ǻňňǿųňčěđ Mǿňđǻỳ țħǻț
ČĚǾ ǻňđ Čħǻįřmǻň Mǻřķ Țħǿmpșǿň řěčěįvěđ ǻ mǻřģįň čǻŀŀ ǿň ħįș ħǿŀđįňģș ǿf čǿmpǻňỳ
șțǿčķ ǻňđ ẅǻș fǿřčěđ țǿ șěŀŀ mǿřě țħǻň 500,000 șħǻřěș, ǿř ňěǻřŀỳ 25% ǿf ħįș pěřșǿňǻŀ
ħǿŀđįňģș.

İț įș ųňčŀěǻř ẅħěň Mř.Țħǿmpșǿň pŀěđģěđ țħě čǿmpǻňỳ’ș șțǿčķ, ẅħįčħ įș đǿẅň ňěǻřŀỳ
80% țħįș ỳěǻř, ǻș čǿŀŀǻțěřǻŀ fǿř ǻ ŀǿǻň. Čǿňčǿřđįǻ șǻįđ țħě ŀǿǻň ẅǻș șěčųřěđ přįǿř țǿ Ǻpřįŀ
21, ẅħěň țħě čǿmpǻňỳ ǻňňǿųňčěđ įț ħǻđ fǿřměđ ǻ șpěčįǻŀ čǿmmįțțěě țǿ ěxpŀǿřě șțřǻțěģįč
ǻŀțěřňǻțįvěș fǿř țħě bųșįňěșș.

Ħǿẅěvěř, ňǿ měňțįǿň ǿf țħě ŀǿǻň ǻppěǻřș įň țħě čǿmpǻňỳ’ș șțǻțěměňț ǿf řįșķ fǻčțǿřș,
fįŀěđ Mǻřčħ 24 ẅįțħ țħě Șěčųřįțįěș ǻňđ Ěxčħǻňģě Čǿmmįșșįǿň. Ǻ pěřșǿň fǻmįŀįǻř ẅįțħ
țħě mǻțțěř șǻįđ țħǻț ǻș ǻ Čǻňǻđįǻň čǿmpǻňỳ įț đįđ ňǿț ħǻvě țǿ đįșčŀǿșě Mř. Țħǿmpșǿň’ș
pŀěđģě ǿf ħįș șħǻřěș.  

Țħě șțǿčķ șǻŀě įș țħě ŀǻțěșț bŀǿẅ įň ǻ čǻțǻșțřǿpħįč ỳěǻř fǿř įňvěșțǿřș. Čǿňčǿřđįǻ
ǻňňǿųňčěđ ǻ șħǻřp řěđųčțįǿň įň įțș fųŀŀ ỳěǻř șǻŀěș ǻňđ přǿfįțǻbįŀįțỳ țǻřģěțș ěǻřŀįěř țħįș
mǿňțħ ǻňđ șųșpěňđěđ įțș đįvįđěňđ. Țħě ħěǻvįŀỳ įňđěbțěđ čǿmpǻňỳ ǻŀșǿ ǻňňǿųňčěđ țħǻț
fįňǻňčě čħįěf Ǻđřįǻň đě Șǻŀđǻňħǻ ẅǿųŀđ ŀěǻvě țħě čǿmpǻňỳ țǿ “pųřșųě ǿțħěř
ǿppǿřțųňįțįěș.”

Țħǻț ňěẅș čǻmě ǻfțěř Mř. Țħǿmpșǿň șųěđ țħě șħǿřț șěŀŀěř Mǻřč Čǿħǿđěș fǿř ŀįběŀ, ǿvěř
řěmǻřķș șųřřǿųňđįňģ Mř. Țħǿmpșǿň’ș pǻșț ěmpŀǿỳměňț ǻț Čǻňǻđįǻň đřųģ mǻķěř
Bįǿvǻįŀ, ẅħįčħ měřģěđ ẅįțħ Vǻŀěǻňț Pħǻřmǻčěųțįčǻŀș İňțěřňǻțįǿňǻŀ įň 2010. Țħǻț ŀǻẅșųįț

This copy is for your personal, noncommercial use only. To order presentationready copies for distribution to your colleagues, clients or customers visit
http://www.djreprints.com.
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Čǿňčǿřđįǻ’ș Ųňčǻňňỳ Čǿmpǻřįșǿňș ťǿ
Vǻŀěǻňť Čǿňťįňųě (Ųňfǿřťųňǻťěŀỳ)
Čǿňčǿřđįǻ ČĚǾ’ș mǻřģįň čǻŀŀ įș țħě ŀǻțěșț șțųmbŀě įň țħě čǿmpǻňỳ’ș bǻđ ỳěǻř
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ẅǻș fįŀěđ įň Ǿňțǻřįǿ Șųpěřįǿř Čǿųřț ǿf Jųșțįčě ǿň Jųňě 30, ǻț ŀěǻșț țẅǿ mǿňțħș ǻfțěř Mř.
Țħǿmpșǿň ħǻđ pŀěđģěđ ħįș șħǻřěș fǿř țħě ŀǿǻň.

Țħě mǻřģįň čǻŀŀ įș țħě ŀǻțěșț ěčħǿ ǿf țħě șțǿčķ čǿŀŀǻpșě ǻț Vǻŀěǻňț. Fǿřměř Vǻŀěǻňț čħįěf
Mįčħǻěŀ Pěǻřșǿň ẅǻș fǿřčěđ țǿ șěŀŀ șħǻřěș ǻș pǻřț ǿf ǻ mǻřģįň čǻŀŀ ŀǻșț Ňǿvěmběř.

Țħě ŀǻẅșųįț ẅįŀŀ ŀįķěŀỳ bě čǿșțŀỳ fǿř Mř. Čǿħǿđěș, bųț Čǿňčǿřđįǻ’ș 58% șħǻřě đěčŀįňě
șįňčě țħě čǻșě ẅǻș fįŀěđ ẅįŀŀ ǿffșěț șǿmě ǿf țħě ěxpěňșě 

Șħǻřě țħįș:  http://on.wsj.com/2be5FiZ

ČǺŇǺĐǺ (ĦȚȚP://BĿǾĢȘ.ẄȘJ.ČǾM/MǾŇĚỲBĚǺȚ/ȚǺĢ/ČǺŇǺĐǺ/)

ČǾŇČǾŘĐİǺ (ĦȚȚP://BĿǾĢȘ.ẄȘJ.ČǾM/MǾŇĚỲBĚǺȚ/ȚǺĢ/ČǾŇČǾŘĐİǺ/)

ĦĚǺŘĐ ǾŇ ȚĦĚ ȘȚŘĚĚȚ (ĦȚȚP://BĿǾĢȘ.ẄȘJ.ČǾM/MǾŇĚỲBĚǺȚ/ȚǺĢ/ĦĚǺŘĐ-ǾŇ-ȚĦĚ-ȘȚŘĚĚȚ/)

MǺŘĢİŇ ČǺĿĿȘ (ĦȚȚP://BĿǾĢȘ.ẄȘJ.ČǾM/MǾŇĚỲBĚǺȚ/ȚǺĢ/MǺŘĢİŇ-ČǺĿĿȘ/)

MǺŘĶ ȚĦǾMPȘǾŇ (ĦȚȚP://BĿǾĢȘ.ẄȘJ.ČǾM/MǾŇĚỲBĚǺȚ/ȚǺĢ/MǺŘĶ-ȚĦǾMPȘǾŇ/)

MİČĦǺĚĿ PĚǺŘȘǾŇ (ĦȚȚP://BĿǾĢȘ.ẄȘJ.ČǾM/MǾŇĚỲBĚǺȚ/ȚǺĢ/MİČĦǺĚĿ-PĚǺŘȘǾŇ/)

PĦǺŘMǺČĚŲȚİČǺĿȘ (ĦȚȚP://BĿǾĢȘ.ẄȘJ.ČǾM/MǾŇĚỲBĚǺȚ/ȚǺĢ/PĦǺŘMǺČĚŲȚİČǺĿȘ/)

VǺĿĚǺŇȚ (ĦȚȚP://BĿǾĢȘ.ẄȘJ.ČǾM/MǾŇĚỲBĚǺȚ/ȚǺĢ/VǺĿĚǺŇȚ/)
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